At 0430Z, TF 1 Geronimo reported a B Co missing soldier after he did not show up for the 0900L morning roll call at Mest OP, grid 42SVB 59236 47877 Yahya Khail District, Paktika. A full search was ordered. At 0535Z, TF 1 Geronimo initiated DUSTWUN procedures for the missing soldier. At 0645Z, all remaining units had reported in 100% accountability. Geronimo TOC ordered blocking positions set in and around West OP. At 0702Z, Predator (VooDoo) was on station in support. At 0940Z, a Pathfinder and tracking dog team arrived at Mest OP in support. At 1012Z, LLVI receives traffic that an American Soldier with a camera is looking for someone who speaks English. At 1309Z, FF receive intelligence that a U.S. soldier has been captured. At 1351Z, VooDoo and Pfingston RIP with Predator (Sijan). At 1520Z, Sijan RIPs with Predator (Kisling) and DUDE-21 (2x F-15) arrives on station to support. Between 1725Z and 1800Z, B Co conducted 2 breaches of suspected enemy locations with NSTR. Additional forces were moving into the area to place blocking positions and conduct searches based on all of the aerial and ground based intelligence sources available throughout the day and through the night.
UPDATE: 0645z GERONIMO TOC REPORTS 100% ON ALL PERSONEL

UPDATE: GERONIMO TOC INFORMS MOHAWK 6, BLACKFOOT 6, BLACKFOOT 3-6, THE ETT FROM KKC, AND THE F RT W SYOS TO START MOVEMENT TO MEST OP (VB 592 478) TO SET UP BLOCKING POSITIONS TO TRY AND FIND MISSING US SOLDIER. ALSO HAVE REAPER, SHADOW, PREDATOR, GUARDRAIL, AWT, AND CAS ENROUTE TO ASSIST IN THE SEARCH

UPDATE 0707z PREDATOR ON STATION ATT. CALLSIGN VOODOO

UPDATE: 0940z PATHFINDER TEAM WITH TRACKING DOGS ARE WHEELS DOWN AT MEST

UPDATE: 0945z PREDATOR ON STATION ATT. CALLSIGN PHINGSTON

UPDATE: 1012z GUARDRAIL REPORTS PICKED UP LLVI TRAFFIC AT GRID VB 6597 3366 THAT STATES (UIM INDICATES THAT AN AMERICAN SOLDIER IS TALKING AND IS LOOKING FOR SOMEONE WHO SPEAKS ENGLISH. INDICATES AMERICAN SOLDIER HAS CAMERA)

UPDATE: 1111z PATHFINDER TEAM WHEELS UP AT MEST ENROUTE TO SHARANA FOR ARF

UPDATE: 1212z YUKON 6 REPORTS ALL OPERATIONS WILL CEASE UNTIL MISSING SOLDIER IS FOUND. ALL ASSESTS WILL BE FOCUSED ON THE DUSTWUN SITUATION AND SUSTAINMENT OPERATIONS.

UPDATE: 1241z PATHFINDER PLT WILL SET UP BLOCKING POSITIONS AT GRID VB 6721 4407, VB 721 450, VB 793 421 WILL BE PUTTING IN TWO PLATOONS. 1 X PLATOON ON LAST TWO GRIDS.

UPDATE: 1303z CAS IS ON STATION ATT CALLSIGN GRAPHIC 33 2 X F18s

UPDATE: 1309z BATT 04 FREQUENCY 168.4 U2 RECEIVED INTEL THAT CONFIRMS THE CAPTURE OF A U.S. SOLDIER

UPDATE: 1320z GRAPHIC 33 OFF STATION ATT

UPDATE: 1326z APACHE TOC REPORTS LLVI TEAM IS READY TO BE MOVED TO MEST JUST WAITING ON AIR TRANSPORTATION

UPDATE: 1333z GUARDRAIL IS OFF TRACK ATT

UPDATE: 1346z PREDATOR IS APPROX 20 MIN OUT CALLSIGN SIJAN

UPDATE: 1351z VOODOO AND PHINGSTON ARE OFF STATION ATT

UPDATE: 1352z PATHFINDER PLT HAS BEEN INFILLED NEAR QALOTS VIC GRID VB 659 336

UPDATE: 1430z PATHFINDER PLT IS BACK ON FOB SHARANA

UPDATE: 1520z SIJAN IS OFF STATION ATT

UPDATE: 1534z PREDATOR IS 30 MIN OUT. CALLSIGN KISLING

UPDATE: 1537z DUDE 21 IS ON STATION 2 X F15s

UPDATE: 1543z INTERCEPTED RADIO TRANSMISSION THAT THE TALIBAN HAD 3 X CIVILIANS AND 1 X U.S. SOLDIER CAPTURED

UPDATE: 1613z MOHAWK 6 IS BEING PUSHED 750m TO THE NE. TO GRID VB 66702 44149. DUDE 21 REPORTS SEEING 17 PAX AT THAT GRID

UPDATE: 1625z BLACKFOOT 2-6 HAS EST. HLZ AT 6800 3190 AND READY TO RECEIVE AIRCRAFT ATT

UPDATE: 1630z DUDE 21 HAS 15 MIN LEFT ON STATION. HAWG 63 IS COMING ON STATION UNK ETA

UPDATE: 1645z DUDE 21 EYES ON VB 66702 44149. BUILDING HAS 9 PAX HEADING EAST TOWARDS VILLAGE

UPDATE: 1656z TF ATK TM2 WU SAL IOT RIP W/ TF ATK TM1

UPDATE: UPDATE: 1-40 CAV HAS INTEL THAT TALIBAN IS PLANNING TO MOVE THE U.S. PAX TO GARDEN

UPDATE: 1725z MOHAWK 6 CURRENTLY CONDUCTING BREACH OF OBJ BRAVO WITH ANP VB 66902 44163

UPDATE: 1730 MOHAWK 6 NSTR ON OBJ BRAVO MOVING TO OBJ A VB 66702 44149

UPDATE: 1735z MOHAWK 6 WITH ANP BREACHING OBJ ALPHA

UPDATE: 1758z REDRIDGE COVERAGE EXTENDED TO 1900Z, THEN RTB FOR REFUEL AND RE.LAUNCH

UPDATE: 1757z WHEELS UP ON SHADOW

UPDATE: 1800z MOHAWK 6 NSTR ON OBJ ALPHA. MOVING TO OBJ CHARLIE VB 66895 44133

UPDATE: 1817z SHADOW CONDUCTING HANDOVER WITH KISLING ATT

UPDATE: 1822z BLACKFOOT 26 PUSHING TOWARDS MOHAWK ELEMENT
UPDATE: 1831z PLAYER 11 WU SHR TO HLZ SAKER

UPDATE: 1840z WD CHALK 1 ON HLZ SAKER

UPDATE: 1910z REDRIDGE OFF STATION

UPDATE: 2301z JACKAL 16 AND REAPER 6 WHEELS UP OE EN ROUTE HLZ'S OSPREY AND KESTREL

UPDATE: 2334 ROMEO 01 CLEARING QOLATS ATT W/ ABP AND DOG TEAM

UPDATE: 2353 ROMEO 01 HAS CONDUCTED SEARCH OF FIRST QOLAT VIC VB 607 465 W/ NSTR

************01JULY***********

UPDATE: 01 0234z LLVI TRAFFIC REPORT:

163.2125/0227Z/42 SVB4076446756 0.47KM X 0.16KM AZ 95.8/1- I SWEAR THAT I HAVE NOT HEARD ANYTHING YET. WHAT HAPPENED. IS THAT TRUE THAT THEY CAPTURED AN AMERICAN GUY?
2- YES THEY DID. HE IS ALIVE. THERE IS NO WHERE HE CAN GO (LOL)
1- IS HE STILL ALIVE? 2- YES HE IS ALIVE. BUT I DON'T HAVE THE WHOLE STORY. DONT KNOW IF THEY WERE FIGHTING. ALL I KNOW IF THEY WERE FIGHTING. ALL I KNOW THAT THEY CAPTURE HIM ALIVE AND THEY ARE WITH HIM RIGHT NOW.

UPDATE: 0237z LLVI TRAFFIC FROM FIELD TEAM: Freq-168.65 LOB-135 SS-26 UIM SAYS "CUT THE HEAD OFF"

UPDATE: 0433z LLVI TRAFFIC FROM C3 plt AT BAKI KHEL LLVI SUGGESTS THAT THE AMERICAN SOLDIER IS WITHIN TWO KM. BOLO FOR ANY WHITE VEHICLES

UPDATE: 0610z LLVI TRAFFIC FROM REDRIDGE: freq 162.1 1- W ARE READY FOR THEM. 2- ALL THE NUMBERS ARE MESS IT. WE ARE WAITING FOR THEM. 1- LOL THEY KNOW WHERE HE IS BUT THEY KEEP GOING TO WRONG AREA. 2- OK SET UP THE WORK FOR THEM. 1- YES WE HAVE A LOT OF IED ON THE ROAD. 2- GOD WILLING WE WILL DO IT. 1- WE WERE ATTACKING THE POST HE WAS SITTING TAKING EXPLETIVE HE HAD NO GUN WITH HIM. HE WAS TAKING EXPLETIVE, HE HAS NOT CLEARED HIS BUTT YET. 2- WHAT SHEAM FOR THEM. 1- I DONT THINK HE W 2-YES LOOK THEY HAVE ALL AMERICANS, ANDA HELICOPTERS THE PLANES ARE LOOKING FOR HIM. 1- I THINK HE IS BIG SHOT THAT WHY THEY ARE LOOKING FOR HIM.
3- CAN YOU GUYS MAKE A VIDEO OF HIM AND ANNOUNCE IT ALL OVER AFGHANISTAN THAT WE HAVE ONE OF THE AMERICANS. 1- WE ALREADY HAVE A VIDEO OF HIM.

UPDATE: 0633z APACHE RED1 1-40CAV HEELS UP ENROUTE TO GRID VB 625 216

UPDATE: 0643z REDRIDGE IS OFF STATION ATT

UPDATE: 0645z OUTBREAK 70 REPORTS APACHE RED1 IS 7 MIN OUT FROM HLZ FALCON

UPDATE: 0650z DUDE 03 ON STATION 2 X F15s

UPDATE: 0654z PLAYER 01 (CH-47) REPORTS APACHE RED1 IS ON GROUND AT HLZ FALCON

UPDATE: 0811z GUARDRAIL IS ON STATION ATT

UPDATE: 0910z REDRIDGE ON STATION 09102

UPDATE: 0913z DELAWARE 3-6 REPORTS THEY HAVE RECEIVED INTEL THAT THE BODY OF THE MISSING U.S. SOLDIER IS DUE EAST OF THEIR CURRENT POSITION VB 7169 5264

UPDATE: 0958z DUDE 03 OFF STATION ATT

UPDATE: 1013z NDS REPORTS THEY HAVE RECEIVED INTEL THAT THE CAPTURED U.S. SOLDIER IS BEING HELD AT GRID VB 6649 1717

UPDATE: 1102z SENDING JACKAL 6 TO GRID VB 66205 17538 TO CHECK OUT TENTS IN THE Area AIRCRAFT ARE IN ROUTE TO PICK UP SITE APPROX 30MIN OUT

UPDATE: 1137z OUTBREAK 70 REPORTS 1 MIN OUT TO PZ

UPDATE: 1140z OUT BREAK 70 REPORTS JACKAL 6 HAS BEEN INFILLED AT GRID VB 66205 17538

UPDATE: 1212z BLACKFOOT 6 REPORTS AREA 3 IS 100% COMPLETE (CLEARED)

UPDATE: 1245z BLACKFOOT TOC REPORTS AREA 4 IS 100% COMPLETE (CLEARED)

UPDATE: 1302z CHARLIE 72 REPORTS RESUPPLY IS COMPLETE

UPDATE: 1312z SENDING OURBREAK 70 REPORTS HAVE FM COMMS WITH JACKAL 6 AND IS ENROUTE TO PICK THEM UP AT GRID VB 764 175

UPDATE: 1329z BIGTIME 51 / 56 IS WHEELS UP WITH JACKAL 6 ENROUTE TO GRID VB 764 175

UPDATE: 1337z BIGTIME 51 / 56 IS WHEELS DOWN AT GRID VB 764 175 JACKAL 6 IS
INFILLING ATT.

UPDATE: 1348z FTF SP MOVING TO CLEAR AREA 5
UPDATE: 1418z OUTBREAK 70 REPORTS CHECKING OFF STATION ATT
UPDATE: 1459z REDRIDGE ON STATION ATT
UPDATE: 1618z WE RECEIVED LIVI TRAFFIC FROM GRID VB 447 423 SENDING PRT 6 AND SHADOW TO CHECK OUT A TENT IN THAT LOCATION.
UPDATE: 1816z FTF HAS CLEARED 70% OF SECTOR 5
UPDATE: 1933z STOWE 6 OF THE ETT REPORTS THAT SOLDIER MAY BE BEING HELD NEAR SHIN CHA VILLAGE WHERE A WHITE STATION WAGON HAS BEEN TRAVELING WITH 2 ANP TRUCKS. THE LICENSE PLATE NUMBER IS 7534
UPDATE: 2018z PRT HAS NSTR AT THE TENTS VIC VB 447 423
UPDATE: 2310 373rd HAS INFORMATION THAT RADIO TRAFFIC AND VEH DESCRIPTION MATCHES PREVIOUS DESCRIPTIONS GIVEN. THE HAVE AN OBJECTIVE GRID OF VB 55106 42935

*******2ND JULY***********

UPDATE: 0157z 373rd REPORTS PAX ON GROUND HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF MISSING U.S. SOLDIER
UPDATE: 0215z CLEARED BLDGS 17,11,12,13. HAVE 32 PAX UNDERCONTROL ATT
UPDATE: 0230z CLEARING BLDGS 14-16 ATT
UPDATE: 0246z B36 IS AT VB55502 42881. 373 HAS FIXED AT LEAST 2 PEOPLE THERE AND DETAINED 25 FOR TACTICAL QUESTIONING, ACCORDING TO B36 PROBABLY ONLY LOOKING AT PERMANENTLY DETAINING 2-4 MAMS
UPDATE: 0409z 373rd REPORT READY FOR EXFIL WITH 3 X DETAINNEES
UPDATE: 0447z 2ND PLT HAS ESTABLISHED A BLOCKING POSITION EAST OF YAYA KHEL AND MOHAWK 6 IS CONDUCTING ASHURA BF6 IS CONDUCTING KLE WITH ELDERS OF MEST AND COMMANDERS OF ANP
UPDATE: 0451z 373rd REPORT EXFIL IS COMPLETE
UPDATE: 0522z PLAYER 04 /02 WHEELS UP ENROUTE TO MEST TO DROP OFF CSM WOLFE WITH EOD AND ROBOT. SAPPER 16 IS ALSO ONBOARD FOR FOLLOW ON MISSION.
UPDATE: 0540z DOG 3-6 IS BREAKING DOWN OP AND MOVING TOPZ POSTURE FOR AIR ASSAULT O GRID VB 4350 4161
UPDATE: 0542z HAWG 51 REPORTS HAVE EYES ON A SECOND TENT AT GRID VB 44157 41066 ALSO HAS A WHITE SUV OUTSIDE OF TENT
UPDATE: 0547z BLACKFOOT TOC REPORTS 1G3 AND MOHAWK 6 IS CONDUCTING ASHURA BF6 IS CONDUCTING KLE WITH ELDERS OF MEST AND COMMANDERS OF ANP
UPDATE: 0551z HAWG 51 REPORTS EYES ON A THIRD TENT APPROX 700m AWAY FROM THE FIRST TENT AT GRID VB 43707 42069
UPDATE:0555z OUTBREAK 70 REPORTS CSM WOLF AND EOD ROBOT HAVE BEEN DROPPED OFF AND ARE ENROUTE TO PICK UP DOG 36 FOR AIR ASSAULT
UPDATE: 0620z OUTBREAK 70 REPORTS WHEELS UP WITH DOG ELEMENT ON HLZ MERLIN ENROUTE TO AIR ASSAULT LOCATION. VB 4350 4161
UPDATE: 0638z GERONIMO TOC REPORTS CHANGE OF MISSION AIR ASSAULT GRID HAS CHANGED TO GRID VB 43051'41960.' GRID IS WHERE RES SUV FROM FIRST TENT HAS STOPPED
UPDATE: 0644z PREDATOR REPORTS HAS EYES ON RED SUV AND THAT THE SUV IS MOVING TO THE SOUTH EAST
UPDATE: 0645z PREDATOR REPORTS HAVE LOST EYES ON DUE TO CLOUD COVER TRYING TO REAQUIRE RED SUV ATT
UPDATE:0649z PREDATOR REPORTS HAS REAQUIRED EYES ON RED SUV MOVING WEST DOWN A WADI AT GRID VB 43145 41550
UPDATE: 0653z HAWG 51 REPORTS RED SUV HAS STOPPED AT GRID VB 42811 41479 BESIDE A FOURTH TENT HAVE RELAYED INFORMATION TO OUTBREAK 70 FOR AIR ASSAULT TO LAND IN THAT VIC.
UPDATE: 0757z PLAYER 02 / 04 WHEELS DOWN IN VIC GRID VB 4281 4147
UPDATE: 0708z GERONIMO REPORTS HAV EJUST FINISHED WITH THE KLE WITH 2 X ELDERS FROM MEST AND THE MEST ANP COMMANDER THE ELDERS WERE ASKED BY THE TALIBAN TO A TRADE BETWEEN THE U.S. AND TALIBAN. THE TALIBAN TREMS ARE 15 OF THEIR TALIBAN...
BROTHERS IN U.S. JAIL AND SOME MONEY IN EXCHANGE FOR PVT BERGDAHL. THE ELDERS ASSURED ME THAT PVT BERGDAHL IS ALIVE AND THAT HE IS NOT BEING HARMED. THEY REQUESTED TO HAVE ANOTHER MEETING WITH THEMSELVES TO DISCUSS HELPING US THIS AFTERNOON. THEY REQUESTED TO HAVE ANOTHER MEETING WITH ME THE SAME TIME TOMORROW. THE MEST ANP COMMANDER IS ALSO WILLING TO HELP IN EVERY WAY HE CAN; EVEN TO THE EXTENT OF REQUESTING ASSETS/MONEY FROM DAWLAT KHAN TO AID THE MEST ELDERS TO HAVE RESOURCES (CAR, FUEL, ARM TO DEFEND THEMSELVES) FACILITATING MEETING WITH THE TALIBAN. THE ELDERS ALSO ASSURE THAT THEY WILL DO EVERYTHING THEY CAN TO TAKE POSSESSION OF PVT BERGDAHL. THEY SAID THAT THEY WILL APPEAL TO THE TALIBAN BY SAYING THAT THEY ARE WHITE BEARDED MEN AS ELDERS. DURING OUR MEETING, THEY WANTED FOR ME TO TALK TO PVT BERGDAHL VIA ICOM TO ENSURE THAT HE IS DOING OKAY. TRIED TO GET COMMS WITH NO LUCK.

UPDATE: 0713z Geronimo 3 reports the RG-31 has struck an IED at Grid VB 655 457 no injuries reported. Not currently searching for secondaries and also have an explosive dog with them checking out area. Mhawk 6 is enroute to provide assistance.

UPDATE: 0726z Sapper 17 is on ground reports Flt GRI VB 6731 2087

UPDATE: 0740z Geronimo 3 reports the undercarrige of the RG-31 has been damaged the wheels are still intact request QRF for recovery assets need a flat bed for the mine roller and a tow truck for the RG-31

UPDATE: 0743z C2-6 reports they have stopped a white cargo truck, that tried to flee. C2-3 caught them in the asv. truck had multiple blue containers filled with a substance possible hme they will bring them back. Not connected to truck confirmed to truck.

UPDATE: 0747z C2-3 reports the veh they stopped had 4 Pax man with phone Akhonzada Saib

UPDATE: 0815z Out Break 70 reports they have picked up the Jackal element and are enroute to QRF to drop them off.

UPDATE: 0830z Reaper 6 reports they have 2 x Pax in custody they have an anti-coalition forces video on one afghanistan sim card and also have 2 additional pakistan sim cards. They have 25,000 pakistan rupees and phone numbers of religious officials.

UPDATE: 0904z The names of the four Pax are
1. Halim 17 YOA
2. Peer Mohamed 30 YOA
3. Mohamed Abraham 30 YOA
4. Mohammad Rahim 20 YOA (Taliban videos and photos)

UPDATE: 0909z Geronimo 3 reports they request that the QRF with recovery assets stop at Mest Op. they will be able to self recover with the help of the Mohawk element that is on site.

UPDATE: 0928z Easy 3-7 sp 6/22/1 heading to vic VB 655 457 to recover the RG31 that struck the IED.

UPDATE: 0934z C 2-3 reports they have photo slide show of Taliban in Babu Kheyl and photos of Asv and HumV getting hit with Dshkas and Taliban gatherings

UPDATE: 1022z C2-3 reports the veh is a white mazda jingle truck. was enroute from Gazni to Babu Kheyl.

UPDATE: 1103z Easy 3-7 arrives at Mest Op. linking up with Geronimo 3 and Mohawk 6 to recover damaged RG-31.

UPDATE: 1126z hawg 57 is off station att.

UPDATE: 1151z ODA team reports they are in contact with 3-5 enemy pax at grid VB 948 367.

UPDATE: 1203z received intel from bde that a humit report has the missing U.S. soldier in vic Grid VB 550 362.

UPDATE: 1338z Geronimo Tac RP for Sharana.

UPDATE: 1352z Blackfoot 6 reports all areas except area 2 have been searched and cleared.

UPDATE: 1636z Blackfoot toq reports PFC. Bergdahl ID card is on his person.

UPDATE:*******03JULY*************

UPDATE: 0933z Infill complete for operation Payandeh Khelon Obj 1 Jenice VB5559 3623 and Obj 2 Cuda 5554 3493.

UPDATE: 1012z Romeo 1 reports on phase line pink on Obj 1 currently clearing buildings 18 and 19. On phase line black pushing to brown on Obj 1.

UPDATE: 1145z Romeo 1 reports phase line red.

UPDATE: 1210z Romeo 1 reports complete on Obj 1 and 2 awaiting extraction.

UPDATE: 1420z Romeo 01 Wu form Obj.
UPDATE: 1440z WD SHR

UPDATE: 2300z W/U OP PR MEST

UPDATE: 2312z ROMEO 01 INFILL COMPLETE

UPDATE: 2346z ROMEO 01 REPORTS NO NAMES AT OBJECTIVE MATCH NAMES GIVEN BY HUMINT. THE WINDOWS AT OBJ DO NOT MATCH THE DESCRIPTION GIVEN.

UPDATE: HAWG 7-3 OBSERVING 7 PAX HIDING IN TREES @ VB 87903 93063

**********04JULY**********

UPDATE: 0005z SIJAN OBSERVING PAX ON NORTH EAST CORNER OF COMPOUND ROOF

UPDATE: 0055z SIOUX ELEMENT FINISHING KLE

UPDATE: 1248z SPOT REPORT MISSING US SOLDIER WAS LAST SEEN IN A VILLAGE AT GRID LOCATION VB 611 818; A BAG WAS COVERING HIS HEAD AND HE WAS WEARING DARK KHAKI APPAREL. HE WAS BEING TRANSPORTED IN A BLACK TOYOTA COROLLA WHICH IN ADDITION WAS BEING ESCORTED BY 3-5 MOTORCYCLES.

**********05JULY**********

UPDATE: 2150z YUKON REPORTED TO 1GERONIMO S-2 THAT DIVISION REPORTED THAT THIS IS WHERE THE SOLDIER IS BEING HELD 42SUB 85326 32454. WARRIOR ALPHA IS CURRENTLY SEARCHING THAT GRID

**********06JULY**********

UPDATE: 0044z TFS INFIL COMPLETE OBJ YUKON 7 ATT

UPDATE: 0046z TFS OBJ YUKON7 CONDUCTING EXPLOSIVE BREACH ON SOUTH SIDE OF 50 SERIES COMPOUND

UPDATE: 0050z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: ASSAULT COMMENCING

UPDATE: 0056z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: 40/50 SERIES BLDGS SECURE. INITIAL SLANT 50 SERIES: 1/0/0/0

UPDATE: 0107z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: 2 X SQUIRTERS FROM 50 SERIES BLDG DETAINED

UPDATE: 0109z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: MOVING TO ASSAULT 20 SERIES BLDGS

UPDATE: 0119z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: 20 SERIES CLEAR, FOUND PC TOWER, THUMBDRIVES AND DOCEX IN BLDG 32

UPDATE: 0128z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: BLD 21 CLEAR, SLANT 6/0/0 ; BLD 32 CLEAR, SLANT 2/0/0/1

UPDATE: 0135 TFS OBJ YUKON 7: INTERCEPTING VHF TRAFFIC 158.17 OF POSSIBLE CACHE AND ENEMY FORCES TVQ 42S UB 81365 05862, APPROX 12KM SOUTH OF OBJ YUKON 7

UPDATE: 0149 0118/158.17MHz/ACM ACTY/42SUB81350859/1.2NM-0.3NM/32DEG/CS:AKMAL/UI ACM SAYS HE IS HIDDEN. CS AKMAL CALLS CS ZAKIR SND CS HAKBAD AND ONE OF THEM SAYS THEY ARE ON THE FAR SIDE OF THE WEAPONS CACHE. ADDL/CS:ZAKIR, HAKBAD, MONTISIM, KAMIAB/IDNO:1540/

UPDATE: 0150z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: ENTIRE OBJ SECURE, SSE ONGOING

UPDATE: 0151z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: ADDITIONAL TRAFFIC ON 156.34

UPDATE: 0237 TFS OBJ YUKON 7: JSTARS PICKING UP LOTS OF MOVEMENT LEAVING LOCATION ENTERING MOUNTAINOUS TERRAIN AT 42S UB 79873 06961, APPROX 2KM NW OF VHF TRAFFIC INTERCEPTS

UPDATE: 0327 TFS OBJ YUKON 7: EXFIL COMPLETE

UPDATE: 0744z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: TGT GRID VB 05715 19216

UPDATE: 0812z WHEELS DOWN ON HLZ MOCKING BIRD

UPDATE: 0815z PREDATOR AS EYES ON 1 ENEMY PAX MOVING ALONG RIVER BED TO THE NW GRID VB 05175 19216

UPDATE: 0826z 1 X ENEMY PAX MOVES FROM RIVER BED

UPDATE: 0828z 1 X ENEMY PAX STOPPED AT GRID VB 05107 18740

UPDATE: 0829z 1 X ENEMY PAX MOVING AGAIN

UPDATE: 0831z 1 X ENEMY PAX HAS STOPED MOVING AND IS LAYING DOWN IN AN OPEN FIELD

**********04JULY**********

UPDATE: 1440z WD SHR

UPDATE: 2300z W/U OP PR MEST

UPDATE: 2312z ROMEO 01 INFILL COMPLETE

UPDATE: 2346z ROMEO 01 REPORTS NO NAMES AT OBJECTIVE MATCH NAMES GIVEN BY HUMINT. THE WINDOWS AT OBJ DO NOT MATCH THE DESCRIPTION GIVEN.

UPDATE: HAWG 7-3 OBSERVING 7 PAX HIDING IN TREES @ VB 87903 93063

**********04JULY**********

UPDATE: 0005z SIJAN OBSERVING PAX ON NORTH EAST CORNER OF COMPOUND ROOF

UPDATE: 0055z SIOUX ELEMENT FINISHING KLE

UPDATE: 1248z SPOT REPORT MISSING US SOLDIER WAS LAST SEEN IN A VILLAGE AT GRID LOCATION VB 611 818; A BAG WAS COVERING HIS HEAD AND HE WAS WEARING DARK KHAKI APPAREL. HE WAS BEING TRANSPORTED IN A BLACK TOYOTA COROLLA WHICH IN ADDITION WAS BEING ESCORTED BY 3-5 MOTORCYCLES.

**********05JULY**********

UPDATE: 2150z YUKON REPORTED TO 1GERONIMO S-2 THAT DIVISION REPORTED THAT THIS IS WHERE THE SOLDIER IS BEING HELD 42SUB 85326 32454. WARRIOR ALPHA IS CURRENTLY SEARCHING THAT GRID

**********06JULY**********

UPDATE: 0044z TFS INFIL COMPLETE OBJ YUKON 7 ATT

UPDATE: 0046z TFS OBJ YUKON7 CONDUCTING EXPLOSIVE BREACH ON SOUTH SIDE OF 50 SERIES COMPOUND

UPDATE: 0050z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: ASSAULT COMMENCING

UPDATE: 0056z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: 40/50 SERIES BLDGS SECURE. INITIAL SLANT 50 SERIES: 1/0/0/0

UPDATE: 0107z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: 2 X SQUIRTERS FROM 50 SERIES BLDG DETAINED

UPDATE: 0109z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: MOVING TO ASSAULT 20 SERIES BLDGS

UPDATE: 0119z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: 20 SERIES CLEAR, FOUND PC TOWER, THUMBDRIVES AND DOCEX IN BLDG 32

UPDATE: 0128z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: BLD 21 CLEAR, SLANT 6/0/0 ; BLD 32 CLEAR, SLANT 2/0/0/1

UPDATE: 0135 TFS OBJ YUKON 7: INTERCEPTING VHF TRAFFIC 158.17 OF POSSIBLE CACHE AND ENEMY FORCES TVQ 42S UB 81365 05862, APPROX 12KM SOUTH OF OBJ YUKON 7

UPDATE: 0149 0118/158.17MHz/ACM ACTY/42SUB81350859/1.2NM-0.3NM/32DEG/CS:AKMAL/UI ACM SAYS HE IS HIDDEN. CS AKMAL CALLS CS ZAKIR SND CS HAKBAD AND ONE OF THEM SAYS THEY ARE ON THE FAR SIDE OF THE WEAPONS CACHE. ADDL/CS:ZAKIR, HAKBAD, MONTISIM, KAMIAB/IDNO:1540/

UPDATE: 0150z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: ENTIRE OBJ SECURE, SSE ONGOING

UPDATE: 0151z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: ADDITIONAL TRAFFIC ON 156.34

UPDATE: 0237 TFS OBJ YUKON 7: JSTARS PICKING UP LOTS OF MOVEMENT LEAVING LOCATION ENTERING MOUNTAINOUS TERRAIN AT 42S UB 79873 06961, APPROX 2KM NW OF VHF TRAFFIC INTERCEPTS

UPDATE: 0327 TFS OBJ YUKON 7: EXFIL COMPLETE

UPDATE: 0744z TFS OBJ YUKON 7: TGT GRID VB 05715 19216

UPDATE: 0812z WHEELS DOWN ON HLZ MOCKING BIRD

UPDATE: 0815z PREDATOR AS EYES ON 1 ENEMY PAX MOVING ALONG RIVER BED TO THE NW GRID VB 05175 19216

UPDATE: 0826z 1 X ENEMY PAX MOVES FROM RIVER BED

UPDATE: 0828z 1 X ENEMY PAX STOPPED AT GRID VB 05107 18740

UPDATE: 0829z 1 X ENEMY PAX MOVING AGAIN

UPDATE: 0831z 1 X ENEMY PAX HAS STOPED MOVING AND IS LAYING DOWN IN AN OPEN FIELD
AT GRID VB 04970 18720

UPDATE: 0832Z ROMEO 1 REPORTS 3 X KIA MAM AND THEY HAVE CLEARED THE KUKIE TENT FOUND MULTIPLE AK-47S AND RPGS ON "T" KIA

UPDATE: 0906Z ROMEO 1 REPORTS TIC 300 M NORTH OF THE ORIGINAL TOT ALSO SEE 3 KUCIE TENTS IN THE VIC OF THE SAF

UPDATE: 0909Z ROMEO 1 REPORTS NO LONGER IN CONTACT MOVING TO CLEAR KUCIE TENTS

UPDATE: 0927Z PREDATOR HAS EYES ON 1 X ENEMY PAX MOVING AGAIN TO THE SOUTH WEST.

UPDATE: 0942Z PREDATOR OBSERVED 1 X ENEMY PAX LINK UP WITH 3 ADDITIONAL PAX AND MOVE INTO A QALOT VB 04108 18094

UPDATE: 1006Z ROMEO 03 REPORTS HAS 2 X PAX WITH GSW 1 IS A FEMALE 2 IS A 15 MONT OLD WITH RICOCHET WOUND STILL TRYING TO GET SEVERITY OF THE WOUNDS. BOTH NONCOMBATANTS ARE REFUSING TREATMENT

UPDATE: 1014Z WHEELS UP ON QRF ELEMENT ENROUTE TO GRID VB 03992 16452

UPDATE: 1048Z UPDATE ON ORIGINAL SQUATTERS LOCATION GRID VB 02892 06872

UPDATE: 1054Z WHEELS DOWN FOR QRF ON GRID VB 03992 16452

UPDATE: 1106Z SIOUX 6 REPORTS THEY HAVE 3 X DETAINNEES

UPDATE: 1250Z ROMEO 1 REPORTS THEY ARE IN PE POSTURE ALONG WITH SIOUX 6 ON HLE
ROBIN AT GRID VB 04246 18467

**********7JUL**********

UPDATE: 0112 TM SHA EXFIL, NSTR

UPDATE: 0150Z FTP FLATOOK CLEARS 600, 510, 700, 709 AND EAST OF 510

UPDATE: 0150Z ROMEO 01 CURRENTLY CONDUCTING TSE ON 11 PACKS THAT WERE STOPPED IN A WHITE VAN COMING FROM BUILDING 30, ALSO THE MOSQUE IS SAYING IN A SPEAKER PUT DOWN YOUR WEAPONS THE AMERICANS ARE HERE THERE ARE TO MANY TO FIGHT

UPDATE: 0300Z ROMEO 01 DETAINS A MAN NAMED TAJ MUHAMMED FOR HAVING CIRCUIT BOARDS, BLACK POWDER, COPPER WIRE, SHOTGUN.

UPDATE: 0400Z ROMEO 01R CLERED WELL SYSTEM VIC BLDG 180, WITH A STAIR SYSTEM AND GENERATORS IN IT

UPDATE: 0441Z ROMEO 01 REPORTS THAT ALL BUILDINGS HAVE BEEN CLEARED ON THE OBJECTIVE WILL BE IN PE POSTURE IN APPROX 45 MIN

UPDATE: 1900Z TF 373, OBJ YR3, AF ENROUTE TO OBJ, TOT 2030

UPDATE: 1904Z TF 373 OBJ'S MALLARD 1&3, INFILS COMPLETE

**********8JULY**********

UPDATE: 0004Z TF 373 OBJ MALLARD 3: BSO HANDOVER COMPLETE, PREPPING TO EXFIL ATT, 3 X DETAINNEES

UPDATE: 0027Z TF 373 OBJ MALLARD 3, EXFIL COMPLETE, 3 X DETAINNEES; ALL TF 373 OBJ'S EXFIL COMPLETE ATT

**********TOJULY**********

UPDATE:

Report key: 36261792-F927-5439-D51D126F3051823D
Tracking number: 20090601114942SVBS923647877
Attack on: ENEMY
Complex attack:
Reporting unit: J3 ORSA
Unit name: B Co 1-501 PIR
Type of unit: CF
Originator group: J3 ORSA
Updated by group: J3 ORSA
MDS: 42SVBS923647877
CCIR: SIR 1-D - CF member declared Missing in Action (MIA) or Duty Status Whereabouts Unknown (DUSTWUN).
Sigact: J3 ORSA
BColor: RED